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BACKGROUND

Microelectrodes are the gold standard for measuring the activity of individual neurons at high temporal

resolution in any nervous system region and central to defining the role of neural circuits in controlling

behavior. Microelectrode technologies such as the Utah or Michigan arrays, have allowed tracking of

distributed neural activity with millisecond precision. However, their large footprint and rigidity lead to tissue

damage and inflammation that hamper long-term recordings. State of the art Neuropixel and carbon fiber

probes have improved on these previous devices by increasing electrode density and reducing probe

dimensions and rigidity. Although these probes have advanced the field of recordings, next-generation

devices should enable targeted stimulation in addition to colocalized electrical recordings. Optogenetic

techniques enable high-speed modulation of cellular activity through targeted expression and activation of

light-sensitive opsins. However, given the strong light scattering and high absorption properties of neural

tissue optogenetic interfacing with deep neural circuits typically requires the implantation of large-diameter

rigid fibers, which can make this approach more invasive than its electrical counterpart.

Approaches to integrating optical and electrical modalities have ranged from adding fiber optics to existing

Utah arrays to the Optetrode or other integrated electro-optical coaxial structures. These technologies have

shown great promise for simultaneous electrical recordings and optical stimulation in vivo. However, the need

to reduce the device footprint to minimize immune responses for long-term recordings is still present.

TECHNOLOGY DESCRIPTION

Researchers from UC San Diego and the Salk collaboratively developed a microcoaxial neural probe design

that has a low electrical impedance channel in close proximity to a low loss optical channel. The probes can

be fabricated as small as 8 μm and lengths up to several millimeters using microfiber optic waveguide cores

or even smaller diameters with nanofiber optic cores. The small size and mechanical flexibility allows the

probes to be implanted with minimal immune responses.

This invention works by utilizing a low impedance electrical channel surrounding a small central fiber optic

core that can than be directly inserted into neural tissue. The fiber optic cores can be bonded directly to

single-mode fibers (SMFs) to create detachable, low-loss optical interfaces that can be directly connected to
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standard optogenetic hardware. The platform also allows straightforward fabrication routes to high-density

arrays for long-term interfacing with minimal disturbance to the

surrounding neural tissue.

APPLICATIONS

Neural interfacing, medical diagnostics, diseases treatment, neural research, human-machine interfaces.

ADVANTAGES

A multi-modal coaxial microprobe design with a minimally invasive footprint (8-14 µm diameter over millimeter

lengths) that enables efficient electrical and optical interrogation of neural networks. In the brain, the probes

allowed robust electrical measurement and optogenetic stimulation. Scalable fabrication strategies can be

used with various electrical and optical materials, making the probes highly customizable to experimental

requirements, including length, diameter, and mechanical properties. Given their negligible inflammatory

response, these probes promise to enable a new generation of readily tunable multi-modal devices for long-

term, minimally invasive interfacing with neural circuits.

STATE OF DEVELOPMENT





INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY INFO

This patent-pending technology is available for licensing.

The invention allows for high resolution electrical and optical interfacing with deep intrinsic neural circuits. 

The in vivo data demonstrate the ability of EO-Flex probes to electrically record and optically modulate neural

activity in the intact brain.
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